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Supplementary Material
Calculation of the number of distinct arrangements of 12 H and 12 L subunits
This calculation is equivalent to finding the number of ways of 2-coloring a polyhedron with 24 faces and octahedral symmetry. We have modeled ferritin as a pentagonal icositetrahedron (Figure 1B); it has previously been modeled as a "split" rhombic dodecahedron1, where each face is bisected by a line parallel to one pair of its edges, in such a way that each edge meets a single bisector. These two models have identical symmetries, and are therefore interchangeable for our purposes. Two colorings are considered the same if one can be obtained from the other via some rotation of the polyhedron. This calculation can be performed using the Pólya-Burnside method of enumeration (based on an extension of the Cauchy-Frobenius lemma). The lemma, as applied in our case, states that the average number of fixed elements (colorings left unchanged by a rotation) of a group (O) acting on a set (of all possible colorings) is equal to the number of orbits (distinct colorings taking rotations into account). This results in the following expression (see Table 2) for the number of distinct arrangements2



The calculation can be understood as follows: if we do not allow the polyhedron to rotate, then we have  different colorings. Many of these are only rotations of each other; in fact, if one considers a coloring with no symmetry at all (one which looks different after any non-identity rotation), then it will be counted 24 different times. Colorings with symmetry, however, are going to be counted fewer times. Hence, 1/24th of  is almost correct, but we need to add back terms for symmetrical colorings.
To account for the symmetrical colorings, for each rotation we will count the number of colorings that are fixed by that rotation (i.e., that look the same after rotation). For a rotation about a particular 3-fold, the 24 faces divide into 8 groups of 3 faces related by the rotation. In this case, symmetrical colorings are those in which each group of 3 faces has a single color. Since there are an equal number of faces of both colors, there are  different symmetrical arrangements for this rotation. There are 8 distinct 3-fold rotations, so we need to add this term 8 times. Similar terms need to be added for rotations about 2-fold and 4-fold axes. By the end, we have counted every coloring 24 different times, so we need to divide by that number to get our final answer.
Formally, the Burnside-Cauchy-Frobenius lemma can be stated as follows.2 Let G be a group that acts on the elements of a set X. For each g  G, let Fix g = {x  X | g(x) = x}, the set of elements of X left fixed by g. If N is the number of orbits of X under a group G, then  

(where |G| = number of elements of G). When applied to our case (Table 2) we have





Table 2.  Colorings of a pentagonal icositetrahedron with octahedral symmetry
Type of element, gi, of the octahedral group	Order of gi	Number, s, of such elements	Number of colorings left fixed by gi, |Fix gi|	s · |Fix gi|
Identity	1	1		
90° rotation	4	9		9
120° rotation	3	8		8
180° rotation	2	6		6
		|O| = 24		 = 2,713,152

	The number of distinct ways of assembling 12 heterodimers is calculated in a similar manner. Without considering rotations, there are 212 distinct colorings, with asymmetric colorings counted 24 different times. For symmetric colorings we find that 24 colorings are fixed by a given rotation around a degree 3 axis, 23 colorings are fixed by a 90° rotation around a degree 4 axis, 26 colorings are fixed by 180° rotation around a degree 4 axis, and that no colorings are fixed by rotations about the 2-fold axes. Thus the number of distinct arrangements of heterodimers is 


Perfect coloring
When considering the different ways that a polyhedron could be colored, perfect coloring is defined as when each symmetry operation causes a permutation of the colors. In other words, perfect coloring means when each symmetry operator of the underlying polyhedron is applied, all faces of a particular color are rotated onto a single color, which could be the same or different.3 Consider the 113,048 different ways that a 24 sided polyhedron representing ferritin (e.g., the O symmetry pentagonal icositetrahedron shown in Figure 1B) could be colored with 12 green and 12 blue faces. Of these possibilities, the only one with perfect coloring is the one with T symmetry.

Sketch of proof that there is only one perfect 2-coloring of the O symmetry pentagonal tetraicosahedron
Consider three adjacent faces related by a 3-fold axis: if two faces are colored blue, and the third face is green, then a rotation about this axis will take one blue face to blue and the other blue face to green. Hence, perfect coloring requires the three adjacent faces to have the same color. This is true of all eight "trimers". Now consider a 90° rotation about a 4-fold axis. Two adjacent trimers related by this rotation have either the same or different colors. If they have the same color, perfect coloring requires a set of four trimers related by rotations about this 4-fold to have the same color. Consider a perpendicular 4-fold: two adjacent trimers related by this 4-fold have already been assigned the same color, hence the other two trimers related by this 4-fold also must have this color. Continuing in this manner, we see that all eight trimers would be required to have the same color – this is not a 2-coloring. Therefore, two adjacent trimers related by a 90° rotation about a 4-fold axis must have different colors. Considering the three 4-fold axes, this alternating coloring completely determines the coloring: it is the T symmetry coloring depicted in Figure 1B.

Proposition: For a 2-colored polyhedron with identical faces, consider the edges of the polygon that makes up each face. A 2-coloring is perfect if and only if each type of edge always joins faces of the same color or always joins faces with opposite colors.
Sketch of proof
Consider a perfect 2-coloring. Taking any two adjacent faces, the edge between these faces either joins the same color or different colors. A symmetry operation will either leave the colors of these faces unchanged or reverse them. In either case the edge will still join faces of the same color or different colors. This proves the "if" part of the proposition. Consider a non-perfect 2-coloring. There is a symmetry operation that leaves some faces the same color, while reversing the colors of other faces. For this symmetry operation, we have two sets of faces: "reversing" faces and "non-reversing" faces. Choose an edge joining a reversing face to a non-reversing face. Before the symmetry operation, this edge joins faces of either the same color or different colors; after the operation the edge joins faces in the other manner.
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